SQUAWK CODES

EMERGENCY

7500  Unlawful interference (hijacking)
7600  Communication Failure
7700  General Emergency

ICAO

2000  IFR entering SSR from non-SSR
7000  VFR Standard
7700  General Emergency

ALLOCATED IN U.S.

0000  Military Intercept
1200  VFR Standard
1201  VFR Gliders not in contact with ATC
1202  VFR Gliders not in contact with ATC
1255  Firefighting, not in contact with ATC
1276  ADIZ penetration, not in contact with ATC
1277  VFR on SAR missions for USAF/USCG
4000  VFR military training route/frequent or rapid altitude changes
4453  High balloon operations
5000  NORAD
5400  NORAD
6400  NORAD
7400  Unmanned aerial vehicle lost link
7777  DOD interceptor on active mission